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OUR MARRIAGE
Design by: NULL454372 (3 Projects)
About me: I have a degree in Art and have
taught art for m any years. I love the creativity of
Cricut.

Project skill level: easy
Project time: 30 minutes to 1 hour
Project tags: Wall Décor/Wreaths/Banners

Wedding Love Layouts
This project is 48" long. It can be used on the w all or in the
entry of the w edding reception hall. It can be made smaller
and used for a w all decoration in the home of the "new lyw eds" I used the colors that the bride chose for the
reception.

CRICUT ®: WHAT WAS USED
Cricut Expression®
Machine with Plantin
SchoolBook and Accent
Essentials®

Cricut® Stretch Your
Imagination Cartridge

OTHER MATERIALS NEEDED
vinyl 2 sheets 12 x 24 of main color

PROJECT CUT FILES
OUR WEDDING final contest.ccr

Vinyl 1 sheet 12 x 24 of contrast color

Extreme Fonts

STEP 1
Down load ccr file. You can make changes to the names of the bride and groom using extreme fonts at 6".. Add the correct wedding date
using extreme fonts at size 3 ". "Our Marriage" is set at 11 1/2". You may change to a smaller size if you wish.

Our Wedding

STEP 2
layer 1: The bride and groom figures are from Stretch Your Imagination. The figures are welded to the "O" and will cut with the first layer.
Cut the 24 x 12" vinyl of the main color.

STEP 3
layer 2: Cut layer two of the 24 x 12" main color vinyl. The two glasses are welded to the "W". The bells are welded to the "d"s.

STEP 4
Cut accent pieces and names (of bride and groom) from 1 piece of contrast vinyl. At this point you can add hearts of various sizes. Cricut
Craft Room Basics has two hearts. Calligraphy Collection has several ornate hearts. George and Basic Shapes has hearts. You can cut
hearts from the main color and contrast color for variety. The I (heart) U design is made from extreme fonts; however, the heart is from
Calligraphy. If you do not have calligraphy, delete that design or the CCR file won't cut.

STEP 5
Place the accent pieces on the "Our Wedding" letters.
Place entire assembly on the wall or floor of reception hall. This can also be placed in the newly-weds' home

RELATED PROJECTS
Ride 'Em Cowgirl
Frame
View details

http://www.cricut.com

Monogram Rosette

View details

Word Collage
Boards
View details

